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Have a look at the new Baulko web site. All the news about club events, fixtures, results, ladders etc are all available at the
following web site – www.baulkocricket.com.au
To see your team’s results, go to baulkocricket.com.au, select ‘Team Pages’ then select your team. From there you can see the
ladder by selecting ‘Tables’.
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I need match results in by Sunday afternoon following the conclusion of the game, so they can be submitted to the PDCA. You
can either drop them off at the club or email them to me at results@baulkocricket.com.au If no results are submitted you get NO
POINTS and may be fined! It is up to you to get the results to me – I will not be chasing anybody. When putting in players’
names, can you put in their first name as well so that I can pass this onto the PDCA.
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Team reports for this newsletter can be put in the box at the Club or emailed to me at results@baulkocricket.com.au by Tuesday
night after the game. Newsletters will be published during the week after a game.
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The PDCA Newsletter is now available on their web site at the following link: PDCA Cricket News
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B2 8 dec 294
B4 10 for 384

13/2 Outright win
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Pat Munro B2 186
Bob Simpson B4 151
John Walters B4 99
Phil Hardwick B4 6/40
Pat Mamo B5 5/38

Andrew Joyce B5 96no
Brett Mclaren B7 5/41
Will Cartwright B8 6/6
Adam Fahey B11 7/29
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Teams are reminded to have people available to man the canteen at Ted Horwood Reserve. The canteens raise valuable funds for
our club, which help us to keep the fees down. The following teams are rostered in the next few weeks –
DATE MORNING AFTERNOON
26 February 2005 B12 Under 10 White A
05 March 2005 B13 Under 10 White B
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Teams are reminded to have people available to man the canteen at Charles McLoughlin Oval. The canteens raise valuable funds
for our club, which help us to keep the fees down. Please ensure you turn up when rostered for these duties. It puts pressure on
others, should you not turn up. The following teams are rostered in the next few weeks –
DATE MORNING AFTERNOON
26/02/05 Under 15/1 B1
05/03/05 Under 10 Blue B1
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Most teams, both senior & junior, will be rostered to sell tickets back at the Sports Club on one Saturday. You only need two or
three people to sell the tickets and it only takes about 30 minutes. Please ensure you turn up on your rostered night. It puts pressure
on others when you don’t.
DATE TEAM
26 February 2005 Under 12/1
05 March 2005 No Meat Raffle
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The BBQ will be held on the Sunday night of the Grand Final weekend. All senior and junior players, officials and supporters are
welcome.  More details will be available shortly. Please check the web site.
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Latest winners:
Dec 11 no meat raffle held
Dec 4 Trent Hession (B5)  - 72

The player of the week receives the use of the pewter tankard for the night, back at the club, as well as the all important first drink.

Remember you have to be in attendance at the meat raffle to win the award, so make sure you come back to the club & socialise
with your club-mates.
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The Meat Raffles continue every week back at the Sports Club after the senior games. Ticket sales usually commence by about
6:30pm. There have been a few teams who have not turned up to sell tickets for the meat raffle. Please ensure you do when
rostered for these duties. It puts pressure on others, should you not turn up.
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As part of the fund-raiser conducted on Registration Day, the club has some Krispy Kreme partnership Cards for sale. The cards
get you a free dozen doughnuts, with any purchase of a dozen. The cards are valid until 2007 and can be used up to 10 times. They
are $12, and can be purchased back at the club on Saturday nights during the Meat Raffles.
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Other events will include the Senior Double Wicket – Sunday February 13 – Charles McLaughlin Reserve. & the meat raffle every
week at the Sports Club. Full detail of the events will be given out at the next Captains & Manager’s meeting.  Check the web site
regularly, as details will be available once they are finalised.
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We now have our own notice board at the Sports Club.  It is on the door, opposite the main bar. It will contain the player of week
winners as well as the draw. Have look next time you are in the club.
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Dill of the Week is back! And in a move that will ensure the award is in good hands for the future, the winner is one of our up and
coming juniors.

Which player from the 16/1's missed half of the junior double wicket. Despite being woken by his mother twice he had told her he
wasn't going. Then at 11am when he finally woke from his beauty sleep, he had the hide to go crook at her for not waking him up.
His sorry soul was seen dragging itself across Ted Horwood Reserve at 11.30 with no chance of winning back to back cups.

Those of us setting up the bbq thought he had just come for lunch. I will give credit though, he did stay and field for the rest of the
day. At the end of the day he was still blaming his mum! It’s okay Mrs Higgy, we know it’s not your fault. And Troy, I did tell you
that this would get back to your mum.
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Congratulations to the PDCA rep teams. Five (5) made the semi finals & four (4) got through to the final, with three winning their
finals. Baulkham Hills had players, coaches & managers in the teams. Congratulations to all our reps, who are listed below:

Winning teams were:
Durham Shield (U19): David Byrne (capt), Mitchell Walters, and Andrew Denlow. Nick Connellan was the coach
Cawsey Shield (U12): Nick Bertus, Gabriel Joseph, Daniel Chatman, and Raymond Alexander. Nigel Bertus was the coach & Ian
Chatman was the manager.

Runners-Up were:
Gee Shield (U13): Luke Dempsey, Sean Abbot.
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Sixteen players turned out for the senior double wicket, although Mitch Walters thought it was a day-nighter & had to be coaxed
out of bed, while David H & Chris M rocked up late to join in & replace Tanya & Matt.

Eight (8) teams were drawn up, with teams split into 2 groups. Each team played the other 3 teams, with winners of each group
playing the runners-up from the other group in the semis. The teams were:
Group 1:
Matt Hardy (B8) & Ben Atkins (B6) - 3 wins/0 losses
David Banks (B8) & Michael Homsy (B13) – 2/1
Sumit Kalia (A) & Jake Gorman (B14) – 1/2
Tarin Piskulich (B1) & Greg McLoughlin (B8) – 0/3
Group 2:
Keenan Galas (B6) & Andrew Denlow (B1) – 3/0
Jason Currey (B5) & Will Dokter – 2/1
Sam Freeman (B8) & Mitch Walters (B1) – 1/2
David Higginbotham (B6) & Chris Marjoniemi (B6)  - 0/3
Semi Finals:
Keenan & Andrew 44 def David B & Michael 23
Matthew & Ben 17 (12) def Jason & Will 17 (8) – after a tie & 2 extra overs 
Final:
Ben & Sumit (in for Matthew) 31 def Keenan & Andrew 30.
A tight final, with Sumit getting a late call up to replace Matthew who had to leave. It came down to the last ball, with Keenan on
strike & needing 2 to win. But he was caught, giving a one run victory to their opponents.

Highest individual scores – Sumit 63, Matthew 47 & 36, Keenan 43 & 38.

Those who hit 6’s & scored a free can of “beverage” for each: Keenan (10), Sumit (9), Matthew (4), Homsy (2), Banksy (2), Sam
(2), Mitch (2), Jason (1), Will (1) & Greg (1). They can thank the “Dok” for his liberal placement of the boundary markers!

Thanks to those who played & those who scored/cooked/helped out – Leigh, Karyn, Sandra, Rick, Bob, Graham & Malcolm.
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An overcast day, with the remnants of yesterday’s storm & the trivia night still evident. A total of 15 players took part in the
intermediate competition. The weather started off overcast & then decided to fine up as the day proceeded. The teams were as
follows, with Preet in 2 teams to make up the numbers:
Bryce Jones (16/2) & Adam Bailey (14/1)
Reece Jones (16/2) & Trent Stubbs (13/1)
Simon Ruxton (16/2) & Hari Raja (14/1)
Kartik Yadav (15/1) & Luke Dempsey (14/1)
Thevy Kurumoorthy (15/2) & Alex Mihalyka (14/1)
Tom Gurka (14/1) & Preet Gosal (14/3)
Josh Rich (14/3), Pranav Khanna (14/3)
Arron Singh (14/1) & Preet Gosal (14/3)

Round 1 winners & losers proceeded to semi finals in the Cup & the Plate. Results were:
Cup Semi Finals:
Reece & Trent 34 def Alex & Thevy 32
Josh & Pranav 6 def Adam & Bryce 4
Plate Semi Finals:
Luke & Kartik 40 def Tom & Preet 19
Arron & Preet 12 def Simon & Hari 11

Cup Final:
Reece & Trent 9 def Josh & Pranav 2
Plate Final:
Luke & Karik 51 def Arron & Preet 14

Highest team scores 51 (Luke & Kartik), 49 (Reece & Trent), 48 (Alex & Thevy).
Highest individual scores: Reece 48 & 31, Luke 40, Alex 36 & 31.

Those who hit 6’s & scored a free can of coke: Alex (9), Luke (5), Reece (4), Simon (3), Tom (1), Preet (1) & Bryce (1).

Well done all teams. Thanks to our scorer Jill Mihalyka – who did it all day & our umpires – David Ruxton, Graham Baker, Joe
Gurka, Mark Dempsey (not in his whites) & Greg McLoughlin.
Thanks to Troy Higginbotham who finally got out of bed & arrived around midday – too late to defend his title.
A special thank you to Karyn Palmer & Chris Springall (Canteen) & Rick (BBQ King) Thomas.

Thanks to everyone who turned up.
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Cup Final
Winners – Nick Bertus & John Coulter - 36
Runners Up – Toby Davis & Matthew Parker - 35

Plate Final
Winners – Harmon Josan & Sam Hubbard - 21
Runners Up – Michael Bennetts & Nevin Arora – 19

Sixes (15) - Daniel Chatman 5, Matthew Parker 3, Dean Garroway 2, Michael Bennetts 2, Nick Bertus 1, Toby Davis 1, Josh
Franklin 1

Catches (16) - Nick Bertus 4, Daniel Chatman 3, Josh Franklin 2, Ben Graham 2, Matthew Parker 2, Jake Bailey 1, Matheesha
Gunaratne 1, Ryan Bailey 1

Run Outs (3) - Ryan Bailey 1, John Coulter 1, Daniel Chatman 1

A keen turnout of 39 players on a wet looking day.  With 24 players in the under 11 to 13 group and 15 players in the under 14 to
16 group the games commenced.  Thanks to Trent who from the 13/1’s who played in the older group.  With the wet grass runs
were hard to get, Dean Garroway decided to go over the top and was the first to hit a six. Daniel Chatman and Ryan Bailey were
the top scorers for round one with 24 runs.  To make up an even draw in the CUP we gave a second chance to the two highest
scoring loosing teams and included these in the draw with the 6 winning teams from the first round.  This gave Nick Bertus &
John Coulter (17) and Ajay Joshi & Michael Waddups (16) a second chance at the Cup.

The CUP
The quarter finals were drawn from the hat.  Daniel & Ryan kept to form hitting 48 runs against Matheesha Guneratne and Chris
Gunton which included 5 sixes from Daniel taking them into the semi finals.  Nick & John made the most of their second chance
scoring 27 runs against Ajay Joshi and Michael Waddups also going into the semi final.  Toby Davis and Matthew Parker also
went through to the semi final passing Dean & Jake Bailey’s score with two balls to spare.  Martyn Bailey and Greg Maylon did it
easy needing to score 4 runs against Josh Franklin & Sam Bennets.  In the Semi Final Daniel & Ryan lost the toss against Nick &
John and were sent into bat.  After 8 balls they were both out with 4 runs on the board.  Nick and John had done the hard work and
cruised home in the first over.  Martyn & Greg batted first against Toby & Matthew scoring 21 runs.  Toby & Matthew batted very
well with a big six from Toby in the third over going on to pass their score with 5 balls to spare.  Toby and Matthew batted first in
the Cup Final, once again batting very well with Matthew hitting two sixes finish with a big score of 35 runs.  Nick and John
looked in trouble at 1/11 after two overs.  However, after 3 overs they were a chance at 1/21.  In the last over Nick opened up
scoring the winning run with one ball to spare.  Thanks to Nick, John, Matthew and Toby for such an exciting game to finish the
day.

The PLATE
Four teams played in the semi final of the plate with Harmon Josan & Sam Hubbard and Michael Bennetts & Nevin Arora getting
through to play in the Plate Final.  Michael and Nevin batted first putting on a good score of 19 runs which included a big six from
Michael.  Harmon and Sam scored 7 runs from the first over with Nevin picking up the wicket of Sam on the first ball of the
second over.  Harmon played very well hitting a four on the first ball of the fourth over to win the Plate Final

A big thanks to Nigel Bertus, who scored for the entire day, and to Kevin Parker, Chris Springall, Graeme Baker, Warren Franklin
and George Wasyluk for umpiring.
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Well, we did it again. It seems nearly every time we have the Trivia Night, we bring on the wild weather & this year was no
exception. Strong winds, heavy rain, hail, trees down, power off. It made for chaos in the dining room as Walter & his crew
struggled to meet the demand. The start had to be delayed to let people eat, but all was well once we got started. With around 200
people in attendance, the night went well & it seemed everyone had a good time. There were plenty of prizes on offer in the coin
toss, heads & tails, raffle & lucky door prizes. The silent & live auctions saw plenty of interest & the trivia questions & table
quizzes caused plenty of brain usage by many of the more “serious teams. In the end a titanic battle saw only a point separate the
top teams. The 14/1’s table got home by one point from the B8’s.

Thank you to all who turned up. Special thanks to those who donated prizes – Allround Cricket & Sports, Ken’s Gourmet
Butchery, Barry Smith Holden, Baulkham Palace, Winston Gardens, Baulkham Hills Seafood & PDCA.

Jeff Warland did a great job organising prizes & running the auctions, whilst the markers – Leigh Griggs, Karyn Palmer & Rick
Thomas did a wonderful job all night. To those who helped sell tickets & collect money, thank you for your work.

The final result of the night will be announced at the monthly meeting on March 1.

To those who bought auction items, thanks for your support. It was good of Allround to come along. Besides buying an auction
item, they took the Kookas for last place!

The compere would like to thank Mark Dempsey, who played in his whites & Homsy who had a great night cuddling his bottle &
knowing the Simpson’s answer! Pity he can’t read numbers – 17 does not look a bit like 65!

Bring on next year!

Baulkham Hills Soccer Club Registration

2005 REGISTRATION DAY

MINI SOCCER - Under 6 and 7 year olds

Saturday 19th March - 10.00am till 12 noon

At Ted Horwood Reserve, Field 3

Cnr Park and Renown Roads Baulkham Hills

Shorts, Socks, Soccer Boots and Shin pads available for sale on the day.

Cash, Cheque and Credit Card facilities available.

Stan
9686 4816 or 0414 677 592

For information on other registration and trials see the note at the end of the newsletter…
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Second hand computers near new condition and with 3 months warranty

Intel Pentium 4 1.5Ghz
Giga-Byte Motherboard

512MB SD-RAM PC-133
1.4MB Floppy Disk

20GB Hard Disk
32MB Graphics Card
15” SVGA Monitor

CD-ROM Drive
On-Board Sound Card

Speakers
Midi Tower Case

Keyboard and Mouse

&
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Options
40GB Hard Disk - add $ 35.00

Microsoft Windows Home - add $ 140.00
CD-RW - add $ 50.00

DVD-ROM - add $ 50.00
DVD-RW - add $ 135.00

17” SVGA Monitor - add $ 40.00
56K Modem - add $ 15.00

Network Card - add $ 15.00
Printers, Scanners etc POA

Baulkham Hills Cricket Club receives $ 25.00 for each computer sold

Contact       George Wasyluk  0416185845
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10 Blue 9 for 126 Guildford Leagues 17 for 102 Win on averages
This game was against Guildford Leagues where after batting first we scored 126 runs for the loss of 9 wickets at an average
of 12.6. Our main contributors were

Blake-30 (5 fours &1 six)
Mitch Webb-15 (1 four)
Nick 11 (2 fours)
Geoff 11 (1 four)

In the field we restricted them to 102 runs for the loss of 17 wickets at an average of 5.6.  Our main contributors were
Nathan 3 for 7,
Mitch Webb 2 for 8,
Blake 2 for 10,
and single wickets to Tim, Todd, Amy, and Matthew.

A great performance by the team with excellent batting and improved running between the wickets. But I feel we sealed the
victory with a fantastic effort in the field by everyone, with some outstanding runouts which included a couple of direct hits
(Mitch Webb & Mat) but also some great team work where a fielder (Nathan Jonathan & Amy) has picked up cleanly and
thrown to the keeper to complete the runout. Mitch Webb took a couple of diving catches and Blake also taking two very good
catches.

Overall a very pleasing effort, with the improvement being shown by everyone and there sportsmanship being shown very
encouraging.

10 Red 5 for 85 Kings Langley 2 for 51 Loss on averages

10 White A 10 for 97 Norwest 12 for 57 Win on averages
This was another great game against a very sporting and friendly opposition. It was played in a very good spirit. BHCC
bowled very well, although hour fielding was not as consistent. Harrison Druery (2 for 2), James Benton (2 for 5) and Luke
Bertus (2 for 14) were the best bowlers. James Benton was also very good in the filed, making some very good stops. All
bowlers contributed well. We also batted very well and the running between wickets was excellent, with only one run out.
Amit Balakrishnan and Tom Hughes both scored 10 and Luke Bertus scored 5, for his best effort through the year.
Congratulations boys on another very good effort!

10 White B 5 for 60 AKA Sports 10 for 64 Win on averages
A great game played by two excellent teams.

Baulko bowled first and we witnessed some excellent fielding. Great catch to Devin, and direct runs outs to Owen (2),
Yadhavan and Riky. Our bowlers did well with wickets to Nicholas (2) and one each to Sachin, Kunal and Jack. Well done
Jack, first wicket for the season.

Day two we batted. Great batting by all players Top score to Yadhavan of 8.

Another great game guys. Well done.



11/2 9 for 132 Kellyville 10 for 77 First innings win
Batting
Jake Bailey 34 not out
Chris Gunton 21
Anoop Vaidya 13

Bowling
Ryan Bailey 8 overs 4 maidens 4 for 10 runs
Anoop Vaidya 8 overs 4 maidens 2 for 4 runs
Ben Graham 6 overs 2 maidens 2 for 16 runs.

A strong all round performance.  After losing an early wicket, a fine 47 run partnership for the second wicket between Chris
and Anoop got us heading in the right direction.  Then, after a mini-collapse, which saw us at 6 for 67, a very fine innings
from Jake Bailey saw us recover to reach 9 for 132.  Jake received good support from Greg, Sam and Nevin.
Another strong bowling performance saw us through to a comfortable first innings victory.  Well done team.

11/1 7 for 108 Norwest Red 10 for 90, 2 for 25 First innings win
We won the toss and sent Norwest (red) into bat and at drinks we had them 5 for 42. Soon after drinks Norwest were 7 for 54
with a great swing bowling performance by Abhinav P. Then things turned around. Our concentration lapsed and Norwest's
lower order took them to 90 All Out.

With around 25 minutes before the end of the days play we lost our number 1 2 & 3 batsmen all for a duck.3 for 0. Not a great
start at all. Thanks to Sam B and Jack D no further wickets were lost and we finished 3 for 11 at the close of play on day 1.

Day 2 saw us with a hard task ahead. But we were not out of the game yet. Sam B and Jack D faced the challenge head on,
enjoying what would be a match winning 81 run partnership. The boys were simply a pleasure to watch. Some very fine
boundaries, great stroke play and a terrific understanding of each other's running between wickets made this partnership a
highlight of the game. Well done boys.

After their partnership was broken we were still 10 runs short of victory, though the important thing was that we still had 6
wickets in hand and around 30 overs to face. In short time we were able to achieve our target and declared at 7 for 108.

With still some time left we thought we might be in with a (very slim)chance to bowl them out and claim an outright. This was
not to be. We were happy enough to come away with the 1st innings win.

Jack D -       32 runs
Sam B -        28 runs
Abhinav P-   4 for 9 (8 overs)

12/2 10 for 48, 8 for 67 Winston Hills 10 for 115, 0 dec 0 First innings loss

12/1 10 for 44 Kings Langley 5 for  127 First innings loss
Outplayed by a better team on the day. Our batting needs to be more positive both with our stroke play and our running
between wickets needs improvement.
In the field our commitment was there with our bowlers sending down just on 70 overs and restricting a high class batting
opposition to just 127 runs. Lets get back on track and post a good effort next game for our lead in to the semis.



Support the Business’ that support our Club!
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Ph: 9639 9607

Specialising in:
Gourmet Meats, Marinades & Stirfries

1st Quality Prime Cuts of Beef, Lamb, Pork & Veal
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Suppliers of the Meat Trays for the Cricket Club

13/2 5 dec 155 Wenty Leagues 10 for 50, 10 for 49 Outright win
Adam Luther 14-2-7 for 34
Kieran Houlahan 15-4-6 for 25

Joel took on the role of captain for the match but was out-tossed and we were sent into bat. Keen to get off to a sharp start
Adam and Kieran took on the opening duties and did it extremely well with a 65 run opening partnership before Adam was
bowled moving across his stumps to pull a ball.

Mason came in a not only got 16 quick runs, but was run around the park by his team mate, turning quick singles into two’s!
Kieran finally lost his wicket trying to turn a ball on his off stump to be caught in close for 42 important runs.

Aleem then cam out and found some of his early season form with some strong hitting before he was caught for 23. Cameron
was sent out with the instructions to have a hit as we were looking for runs at 3/109, but was unfortunately bowled to one of a
few really good balls bowled on the day.

Robert and Tiarne did a great job for the team to get us past the 150 mark before we declared at 5/155. Good to see Robert and
Tiarne playing some positive shots with the bat and being rewarded for it.

With 15 minutes left in the day’s play, we were keen to get our opposition into bat and get a crucial breakthrough and Adam
did exactly that with a great fast ball to have their opener clean bowled and Wenty in trouble at 1/9.

Chasing a third outright win for the season, the team knew they had to bowl well in the first innings to have a chance and they
did just that. Adam and Kieran were the main destroyers taking 4/21 and 2/16 respectively.

There were a number of highlights during the first innings, but none better than Daniel’s fantastic catch to claim the wicket of
Wenty’s big hitting batsman. Then Joel fielded brilliantly to have the other danger man run out and Kieran took a great caught
and bowled chance. Matthew got a wicket with his first ball and Joel cleaned up the last batsman with just his third ball to
have Wenty all out for just 50 runs 20 minutes before the drinks break.



Sending Wenty back into bat Adam and Kieran made the most of the new ball by controlling the swing to have Wenty in deep
trouble at 4/18 after 8 overs. Wenty then really dug deep and held us out for another 10 overs before Tiarne presented the team
with the breakthrough we were after. Wenty continued to keep the ball out for another 5 overs before Matthew deceived the
batsman with a change of pace to have him caught in close.

With time running out and still 4 wickets to get, we seemed destined for a first innings win until Matthew claimed his third
wicket of the day with Kieran taking the catch in close to have Wenty 7/40 and just 10 minutes remaining.

The team picked up the tempo, running between overs and even between balls! Adam was brought back on the delivered a
great ball to have the batsman caught in close by Nelson. Mason came on at the other end and couldn’t quite get the much
needed wicket.

It was the last over of the day with 5 minutes to go and Adam was left with the responsibility of trying to get the team home
with Wenty at 8/44. Having bowled 3 dot balls, Adam found the right line and clean bowled the batsman. With Wenty now
still looking like they could hold on and with Adam having only 2 balls to bowl, we had a nail-biter on our hands. Adam then
bowled a dot ball and had one delivery left for the match. Well what a delivery! Adam found the perfect line and the perfect
length to rattle the stumps and claim the outright win.

What a fantastic finish! The team displayed great sportsmanship all day in what was a huge effort, on a hot day.

Every person in the team performed brilliantly. Let’s keep it up now for our next match and secure a place in the semi-finals.

13/1 10 for 134 Wenty Waratahs 10 for 78 First innings win
We won the toss and elected to bat.  Nick & Trent opened the batting with Nick opening his score with two fours in the first
over.  On the second ball of the next over Trent took a step down the pitch to an opening spin bowler to find himself stumped.
Brendan and Nick put on a good partnership of 49 runs when Brendan (18) was bowled.  Jarryd played well building a handy
partnership of 25 runs when Nick was caught 7 runs short of his fifty with the score on 82.  Samira joined Jarryd at the crease
but before they could add to the score, Jarryd was given lbw.  Samira then saw the fall of another 5 wickets with Daniel (6),
Sam, Sean, Gabriel, Ben (13) and Josh all falling to some very good bowling from Wenty Waratahs.  Well batted Samira who
finished not out on 16 runs taking our score to 134.  With 40 minutes of playing time left before stumps, Wenty’s batsmen
took guard.  Daniel & Sean opened the bowling with good line and length and pace.  In the 7th over Daniel picked up the first
wicket with a catch from Ben to have them 1 for 6.  It was slow going with mid wicket chats by the batsmen during overs and
both batsmen and the coach leaving the field when the wicket fell.  Samira and Ben bowled next with Ben picking up a caught
and bowled.  Once again with both batsmen and the coach leaving the field when the wicket fell more time was lost with
Ben’s over being the last for the day having taken 2/10 from 9 overs.  Next Saturday Sean picked up a wicket in his second
over with a catch from Nick the keeper.  Daniel knocked over the stumps in the next over to have them in trouble at 4/13 after
13 overs.  Samira took the next wicket with a great catch from Daniel at first slip taking the ball not far above the ground.  A
period of consolidation followed for the next hour with Wenty adding 31 runs to the total. Ben broke the partnership taking his
second caught and bowled for the game.  From here wickets slowly fell to Sean, Daniel and Josh (2) to have them all out for
78 runs with an early mark to get back for team photos.  Wenty did very well being the only team to bowl us out this season.
Catches to Ben (3), Nick (1), Sean (1), Brendan (2), Gabriel (1) and Daniel (1).  Some very good bowling from Daniel 9-2-3-
10, Sean 10-7-2-6, Josh 2-0-2-4, Samira 7-2-1-12, Ben 8-0-2-22, Teshan 5-3-0-4, Brendan 5-3-0-10, Gabriel 4-1-0-6 and
Trent 4-3-0-3.



14/3 10 for 108 Kings Langley 10 for 43, 2 for 47 First innings win
With out a doubt the guys best performance so far.  The guys just refused to give up until play ended late on the second day
after it became obvious that an outright victory was almost impossible.

Kings Langley won the toss and chose to send us into the field first. Alan and Daniel put pressure on Kings Langley's batsmen
early and this set the tone for the rest of the morning. Alex, Satinder and Preet maintained the early pressure and the
breakthrough came when Josh took a screamer of a catch of Alex's last over.  A spell of excellent bowling from Preet and
good hands in the field combined, and before Kings Langley had time to settle they found themselves 6/27 off 20 overs.
Pranav, Kanav and Josh then chimed in to clean up their tail.  Kings Langley's first innings  finished after 30 overs with a total
of 43 runs.  The wicket takers on the first day were Alex (1/6), Preet (3/3), Josh (1/4), and Kanav (1/7).

The early end to Kings Langley's innings saw Alex and Pranav take to the crease shortly after the drinks break.  At the fall of
the first wicket we were 1/29 and well on the way to a passing Kings Langley's total. The loss of another quick wicket before
stumps left us at the end of the first day on 2/34 off 20 overs.  The second day started badly with the loss of yet another wicket
before Josh and Pranav combined to make up the 10 run deficit and claim first innings points.  In very trying conditions the
guys then set about trying to build enough of a lead for us to send Kings Langley in to bat again.  Gareth and Kanav toiled
away admirably but the runs didn't come quickly and wickets fell steadily during the morning.  Our innings came to an end
after 47 overs with a total of 108 runs.  The top scorers with the bat were Pranav (35), Gareth (21) and Kanav (18).

A lead of only 65 made an outright victory unlikely but the guys made a sterling effort in the field on a stinking hot morning.
With a potential semi-final berth on the line Kings Langley's batsmen dug in and we were unable to take the required wickets
quickly.  Despite missing some very difficult chances the whole team refused to give up trying, and a halt was called to the
match after 20 overs with Kings Langley on 2/47.  The wicket takers on the second day were Alan (1/8) and Preet (1/7).

14/1 10 for 98 Pendle Hill Colts 10 for 131 First innings loss

15/2 10 for 71 Norwest Blue 5 for 142 First innings loss
We applied a different tactic this time. Go slow, don't give away too many catches, don't lose all the wickets and play all 63
overs. We managed to achieve all these but couldn't score enough runs to defend against. Cleon and Nicholas batted well and
scored double figures. David, Taimoor, Hidar, Conner and Nicholas claimed one wicket each. Mitchell and Sood showed their
talent in the bowling too. Thevy carried on his usual wicket keeping and Mithran was not out this time. Well done guys keep it
up. The opponent was too good for us this time.

15/1 10 for 170 Wenty Leagues 10 for 53 First innings win

16/2 10 for 137 Kings Langley A 10 for 107 First innings win
A rare occasion where Tim lost the toss and we were sent into bat, on a ground with a very thick slow outfield. Kate and Keith
got the team off to their longest opening partnership of the year. A big 20 minutes and 8 overs almost saw off the opening
bowler. Reece then came to the wicket and scored a terrific 78 that would have been worth a century on just about any field
we have played on this year. His innings featured 17 twos and 2 threes which could have all been boundaries. Reece was well
supported by Kate with 15 putting on 103 for the second wicket in 2 hours. This partnership took the game right away from
the opposition. With 15 overs left to be bowled and a good score (for the ground) assured, the remaining batsman all tried to
belt the cover off the ball and wickets fell quickly. After 59 overs we were dismissed for 137 with only 5 boundaries and one
six hit in the days cricket. The score was probably worth 200 on a good outfield.

On day two with the ground no quicker, good bowling was always going to make life hard for Kings Langley. Reece 4-10 off
12 overs, David 2-6 off 11 overs, Simon 2-16 off 10 overs and Ravi 1-21 off 11 overs kept the bowling unbelievable tight.
Kings Langley were never in the game and their score was only kept respectable by a pathetic effort of 49 sundries. This left
just 58 runs scored off the bat in 55 overs.

A great effort to knock over one of the competition leaders and again show what can be done when you try.



16/1 10 for 69 Wenty Leagues 10 for 210, 3 for 40 First innings loss
We lost the toss and were asked to bowl on what was a pretty good pitch. Our enthusiasm up to drinks was great but it was
though we turned off at drinks and let them get away with it. As far as our batting went we were too intent on playing it safe
and lost early wickets by letting their bowlers get on top of us.

This loss puts us out of the semi finals. For our last game I am sure the lads will turn it around and we will hopefully come
away with a win to end our junior cricket careers.

Thanks again for the Kumar twins from the 16/2's for filling in.

B14 10 for 135 Piranhas 5 for 140 First innings loss
Out batted is often the term used in ultimate defeat and the Baulkham Hills side were out batted by the Piranha’s. On a match
played out at Doonside on more of a cow paddock than a cricket field Chesher opened the batting with Williams due to the
injury bound Touzel sitting on the sideline.
 Chesher top scored with a gritty knock of 27 combining with Perera in a 47 run fourth wicket partnership. Scoring was a
struggle against the tough and direct bowling and an inability to hit the ball firmly and into gaps through the air.

The Sri Lankan team however had little problems launching the ball into the atmosphere as the first 15 overs albeit the final 15
of the day saw the first and only 50 of the match and 90 deafening runs scored before the umpire called stumps. The following
week saw more high bound balls as the final 45 runs were accumulated quickly and both teams withdrew from the 40-degree
heat before the first drinks break. The Piranhas won by 5 wickets and perhaps that is the truth, the Baulkham Hills side needs
to find structure, believe in their batting and completely out bowl their opponent.

B13 10 for 90 Seven Hills RSL 10 for 105 First innings loss

B12 10 for 112, 2 for 15 Norwest 10 for 143 First innings loss

B11 10 for 53, 10 for 60 Wenty Waratahs 10 for 99, 1 for 22 Outright loss
Adam Fahey 7-29

This was our second outright loss of the season to the same team. The loss means we will definitely finish in fourth place.
Unfortunately, their bowling was too good for our batting. No batsmen reached 20 in either innings. The bright spot was our
bowling, which continues to be the team's strength. To date, no team has scored more than 153 against us so we will go into
the semi-finals with some hope of progressing to the final no matter who we play. If we continue to bowl and field well and
every batsmen bats to their average we should win both games in the finals. Sounds simple so we will see what happens. Well
done to Adam Fahey who took his first seven wicket haul of the season. 14 straight overs was also his longest spell of the
season. Brad Boyle continues to excel in the field with an excellent diving slips catch to wrap up Wenty Waratah's innings.

Man of the Match - Adam Fahey

B9 10 for 75 NSW Tamils 10 for 85, 6 for 207 First innings loss



Support the Business’ that support our Club!

THE PRINTING COMPANY WHO PUTS YOUR BUSINESS FIRST!

How many times has your printer let you down on quality, service or delivery?

Well, let Renton’s Printing put your mind at ease. As a family run business ourselves, we understand
how important it is to have your products/services advertised in the highest quality… to have your

needs met by friendly staff…  and to have your printing delivered on time!
We specialise in short runs. No job is too small.

� Low Prices   � Money Back Guarantee   � Free Advice   � Artwork & Design

Contact Ian Renton (B11 Captain) on 9674 2842 to receive your free quotation.
You can also visit our website at www.rentonsprinting.com.au.

B8 10 for 56, 9 for 136 Wenty Leagues 10 for 50 First innings win
Will Cartwright 6/6 (10.4 overs)
David Banks 3/3 (8 overs)

Round 12 – Baulkham Hills 264 defeated Greystanes 52 & 58 outright by an innings & 154 runs.
Ben Dooley 145, 5/13 & 1/24

The boys were looking forward to getting back on track after last week’s loss and were hoping for an outright victory, which
they achieved the last time we played this team. The team was close to full strength, with only Pat, Jared and the trusty skipper
David missing. Sam was in charge & after Greystanes won the toss, they decided to bat. Ben & Will opened the bowling and
ripped the batting apart. 1/9 quickly became 8/25. A mini revival saw a ninth wicket partnership double the score, before the
last two wickets fell for two runs and they were all out for 52. Ben took 5/13 off 8 overs, Will 3/10 off 6 overs & Tim 2/10 off
5 overs, while Matt (0/9 off 6) & Adam 0/2 off 1) bowled tightly. Eight of the wickets were bowled & one caught behind,
showing the bowling was nice & straight. Baulko’s turn at the crease saw early wickets fall, with Greg (0) & Matt W (3) out &
the score 2/9. Tim (17) went with the score at 41, before Sam & Ben took us past their total. Ben was on fire, scoring as he
liked. Runs flowed quickly as his partners came & went. Sam made 31, Joel 12 & Matt H 10. At stumps Ben was 136 no with
Will on 10. The plan for week 2 was to let Ben loose & see how he went. Unfortunately he was bowled for 145 & we were all
out for 264, with Will making 13, Adam 3 & Keith 1, while young Hilton was 1 not out. The Greystanes boys were three short
on week 2, obviously shell shocked by the Baulko boys. So they went back in & were quickly dismissed for 58 in 20 overs.
Matt H led the way with 4/8, while Will 1/7, Keith 1/19 & Ben 1/24 cleaned up the rest.
So a comprehensive victory was had & we maintained our position in the top two, fighting for first place. Getting down to the
business end of the season & time to step up as we head into the finals.



Round 11 – Kellyville 264 defeated Baulkham Hills 195.
David Banks 7/35
Ben Dooley 65

The player shortage was once again chronic, with guys away at a camp, reserves sick & another not bothering to even front.
So we played with only 10 players & after winning the toss, Banksy decided to bowl. An unusual decision in the heat, but he
has this thing about bowling first sometimes. Definitely needs some training, just like you train your dog to do what you say.
Anyway, the Kellyville boys decided it was all or nothing & they teed up big time. They took to our quicks, plastering them all
over Bernie Mullane & up on the roof of the building. At 1/198 after 26 overs, it looked like they would get a million. But the
brains trust of Sam & David decided spin may be an option & David set to work with his mystery spin. Bowling like Darren
Lehmann, he took 7/35 off 9 overs, as he mesmerized the Kellyville boys with his flight & drift! Sam chipped in with 2/73
(7.3 rpo) & Kellyville were all out for 264 in 40 overs.
A tough ask for Baulko, but the boys accepted the challenge. The rock, Peter Touzel (6) & young gun John Jerome (13)
opened & while runs flowed, wickets fell regularly and we were all out for 195 in just 32 overs. Matt H (25), Ben (65), Sam
(31), David Banks (23) & Keith (11) all got started, but failed to get the big score we needed, as we fell short in our chase. A
disappointing result, but it shows you need to keep your mind on the job in every game. Mind on the job boys in the remaining
games.

B7 10 for 50, 5 for 51 Guildford Bowling 10 for 180 First innings loss

B6 BYE BYE

B5 10 for 85, 4 for 146 Hills Barbarians 10 for 84 First innings win
The B5s were back with abit of hunger (and HangOver) in their eyes after last rounds first loss of the season. On another hot
day in a small ground we lost the toss but were given the bat. With a lot of the boys backing up from big nights out (21sts or
Ads birthday Bourbon-a-thon), the boys were happy to spend the day watching others bat. Unfortunately this didn’t go to plan
and we were dismissed for a dismal 85 with only birthday boy Ads (39) showing any form. However knowing we can get
teams out for small totals we set about demolishing our opposition. In what became a tense afternoon be bowled the Barba’s
out for 84 giving us a one run win. Sach and Pat bowled well and Junior bowled a tight over claiming probably the prize
wicket of the innings to a decision the opposition are still arguing about. Our fielding got us home with 2 great runouts to
Simo and Jono and some Joyce brilliance in the catching department. We finished the day 2/20 in the second innings (That’s
right, 22 wickets fell in one days play). The second week saw a complete reversal with Junior and Scruffy (playing with 8
stiches in his leg) piled on just under 100 runs before Scruffy fell for a solid 19. Junior continued on to drinks to be 95 no
when the lightening and thunder appeared. The opposition did not want to go back on but to their credit they agreed to until
Junior got to 3 figures or it got worse. Unfortunately it got worse before Junior could get there and he finished on a well made
96 no full of classy ‘Text-book material’ shots.
So a lucky but well played win against an opposition that has improved in talent since our last encounter. With one game to go
and the top 4 looking tighter, a win will see us with a home semi, no matter how that win comes.
A.Shearman – 39 P.Mamo – 5/38
A.Joyce – 96 no S.Hilbrink – 2/46
D.Massingham – 19 A.Joyce – 1/0



B4 10 for 384 Greystanes 10 for 133 First innings win
So much to write about, so little space. The B4 magazine will soon be released at your local newsagency with full player
profiles, highlights and career statistics.

Putting pay to last weeks blemish, we took our fury out on a hapless Greystanes Guppies. The last place losers of the B4
competition were given a lesson on what it takes to play with the big boys. Junior representative players consist the majority of
the Guppies team with a couple of old farts thrown in to increase the average age. In 5 years time when we are all over the hill,
they might stand a chance of beating us……actually, you’d better make that ten years.

An alcohol induced captain won the toss and funnily enough, decided to bat. So we did ….. all day. The result was 384 runs
scored in 66 overs. A little disappointing not to crack the magical 400 again but we’ll take it.

Our opening partnership of Scarlet and J-Dub was once again reunited, taking us to 118 at the fall of the first wicket. Johnny
“Slats” Walters sympathetically (or is that pathetically) decided the bowlers needed a helping hand to get the ball on the
stumps, so he played it on after a well-orchestrated 99. One mental note J-Dub, next time an umpire asks if the ball you just hit
went for four or six, you say six.

The remainder of the day belonged to the relatively unknown name of Bob Simpson. Once he completes his Jane Fonda
routine, the man can bat. It has taken all year but I think a few of the rest of us might actually start warming up soon. It is
unbelievable though, that a bloke can still worry about being dropped early in his innings as he passes 150, but I guess that is
what makes a perfectionist. All class again Bobby.

Day two brought a competitive game of cricket. As if, we smashed the Guppies by 251 runs paying absolutely no respect to
the Greystanes Under 12/1’s star batting line-up. The “Pink Panther” Hardwick (6/40 off 9.1) literally created a storm by once
again leading the bowling attack and taking a bag full of wickets. There was some quality fielding mixed in with our usual
crap fielding and we actually took a few classic catches. The grabs by Scarlet, Hogey Bear, Philbo, BS, Silent and Bag will all
be included on a limited edition DVD attached to the B4 magazine.

Special mention this week goes to the gods of cricket, who heard our teams cries in the first week for some ice for the esky. It
was nice of the gods to send the ice from the heavens after the game ended, but if you could hold off on the lightning strikes
next time it would be appreciated.

B2 8 dec 294 Greystanes 10 for 127 First innings win

B1 10 for 126 Hills Barbarians 10 for 241 First innings loss

A 10 for 153 Wenty Waratahs  10 for 122 First innings win



BAULKHAM HILLS SPORTS CLUB
SOCCER DIVISION

INFORMATION SHEET - 2005 SEASON

REGISTRATION:
Registrations will continue to be taken throughout the grading sessions and during the 2005 Season.

GRADING:
Grading begins on Tuesday 1st February 2005 at our home ground, Ted Horwood Reserve.  See over the page for exact times and
dates.

TRIAL GAMES:
Trial games will be played on each Sunday in March.  You will be advised by your coach/manager of the times and venues after
teams have been formed.

FEES:
We have not yet finalised the new fee schedules but it is anticipated that there will be a small increase to the 2004 fees  (the fees
also include Granville Assn, Soccer NSW & SA fees, insurance and GST).
Indicative amounts are:
Under 6 & 7 $75 Under 13 to Under 18 (Students) $135
Under 8 & 9 $115 Seniors (+ Under 16 -18 working) $180
Under 10 to 12 $120 Seniors (Students) $155

The fees will be collected during gradings in February.  All fees must be paid prior to the trial games.  If players are not financial,
they are not insured for trial games.  Players who are unfinancial at the beginning of the season will not be issued with
registration cards. (If there is a problem, please feel free to approach the Committee).

Players 18 years and over MUST be a current financial member of the Baulkham Hills Sports Club.

Competition is expected to commence Saturday 2nd April 2005 (Saturday after Easter). Ladies start Sunday 3rd April 2005.

CONTACT:
President Terry Minton 9639 5978 0413 087 467
Email tminton@optusnet.com.au
Vice President Greg Veitch 9674 5161
Secretary Damian Cross 9629 9151 0438 699 983
Treasurer Steve Durante 9639 9106 over...



BAULKHAM HILLS SPORTS CLUB
SOCCER DIVISION

GRADING SESSIONS - 2005
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Note:  Under 6 and Under 7 players will be contacted and advised of their registration day
and season dates.

DAY FIELD 6:30 - 7:30pm 7:30 - 9.00pm

Tuesdays No 1 Under 8 Girls
1st, 8th &
15th February No 2 Under 9 Under 18

No 3 Under 10 Under 21

Wednesdays No 1 Under 11 Premier League
2nd, 9th &
16th February No 2 Under 12 Seniors

No 3 Under 13 Under 17

Thursdays No 1 Under 14 Ladies
3rd, 10th
17th February No 2 Under 15 Over 35’s

No 3 Under 16


